1. Network Architecture

1.1. Depth Network

We have introduced two network architectures in this paper. Both networks use same encoder network (ResNet50-1by2) but with different decoder networks. The ResNet50-1by2 architecture can be found in [2]. Only the fully convolutional network of ResNet50-1by2 is used (fully connected layers are not included). The main network architecture (Figure 1 (a)) in this work follows [2] closely, which uses a bilinear upsampler with skip connection as decoder. Moreover, we design a learnable deconv network (Figure 1 (b)) for the purpose of using self-embedded depth feature.

1.2. Odometry Network

The visual odometry network is shown in Figure 2.

2. More Visual Odometry Results

In the paper, we use KITTI Odometry Split for training (Seq. 00-08) and evaluation (Seq.09-10) of visual odometry. As mentioned in the paper, Eigen Split and Odometry Split have overlapping scenes such that finetuning/testing models trained in any split to another split is not allowable. However, there are some sequences in Odometry Split that are not appeared in Eigen Split training set such that the sequences can be used to evaluate the odometry performance of models trained in Eigen Split. The sequences are 00, 04, 05, and 07. The odometry results of Eigen Split model is shown in Table 1.

![Table 1](image)

3. More Depth Estimation Results

3.1. More Qualitative Results

In here we show more qualitative results for depth estimation with different methods we proposed in the paper. The results are showed in Figure 3.

3.2. Generalization Ability

We illustrate some examples of our model generalizaing to other datasets, including Cityscapes dataset and Make3D dataset. The examples are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5.
Figure 1. Depth network architectures. (a): ResNet50-1by2 as encoder; Bilinear upsampler as decoder. (b): ResNet50-1by2 as encoder; Learnable upsampler ("Deconv*" is learnable) as decoder. Conv-block includes a convolutional layer, a batch normalization layer, a scaling layer and a ReLU layer.
Figure 2. Visual odometry network architecture.

Figure 3. Qualitative results on the KITTI Eigen Split with our methods. The Full-NYUv2 model performs better in ambiguous regions (e.g. road) and shows sharper depths than others.

Figure 4. Qualitative results on Cityscapes. 
Figure 5. Qualitative results on Make3D \[31\]
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